A First Bibliography of Historical Archaeology in Australia Continued

JANE P. WESSON

Keeping up-to-date with written material in the field of Australian historical archaeology remains a difficult problem. For this reason, Jane Wesson has updated her bibliography that was published in Volume 1 of this journal. Two particular difficulties continue to bedevil the task of bibliographer in this subject. First, how does one define historical archaeology? Second, what does one do about unpublished 'report' material? The first of these questions would probably be answered slightly differently by each individual bibliographer but the second is a simple matter of deciding whether to restrict the entries to formally published material or to include such unpublished material as one happens to know about. Strictly the first policy would be most appropriate but this would exclude much material of use both to researchers and to contract archaeologists. For this reason it is the second policy that is adopted here.

The last twelve months have seen an increase in the interest of professional archaeologists in historical archaeology but no great increase in publications. The majority of references in this addendum to the bibliography published in the first volume of this journal, relate to maritime archaeology. New maritime archaeological units have been set up in Queensland, Victoria and South Australia and are beginning to contribute in a field previously dominated by Western Australia. The number of publications on work carried out on historical archaeological sites on land is still very small, as a lot of the work is carried out under contract and remains almost unknown to most researchers. If readers would contribute information on any such unpublished reports they might have, it would benefit the whole discipline.

The other impression that emerges from this collection of references, which derives from the comparison of cultural-resource-management-orientated maritime archaeology with the predominantly contract land-based archaeology, is the wider perspective of the former. Articles on methods, resource management and legislation, of relevance to all historical archaeologists, have been published regularly by the maritime archaeologists. A reading of some of them can provide a wider context for all historical archaeology.

The format of this bibliography is identical to the first part, published in Volume 1 of this journal. The reference numbers are once again consecutive and start where the first bibliography ended. Some entries in the site list were also in the first bibliography, but only new references are given here.

ABBREVIATIONS

C.D.H.A.E. Commonwealth Department of Home Affairs and Environment
ICOM International Council on Monuments
MMBW Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works
N.S.W. New South Wales
N.T. Northern Territory
Qld. Queensland
S.A. South Australia
S.A.D.E.P. South Australian Department of Environment and Planning
Tas. Tasmania
Vic. Victoria
W.A. Western Australia
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C. SITE LIST

The number(s) in brackets is the site type number as given in the Subject Index above (Nos. 1–8). An asterisk* following a reference indicates that it is a major reference for that site.

*Arhus – Qld. (4) 359.
*Artunga – N.T. See White Range Goldfield.
*Asgard Swamp Mine and kiln – Mt Victoria, N.S.W. (2, 8) 407*.
*Beacon Island – W.A. (7, 9) 370*, 447.
*Cailiance (1865) – Adele Is., north W.A. (4) 447.
*Camden Harbour – Kimberley District, north W.A. (8) 447.
*Careening Bay wrecks – W.A. (4) 425. (See also Day Dawn).
*Catherine Shearer (1855) – Dover, Tas. (4) 366.
*Children (1839) – Childers Cove, west of Peterborough, Vic. (4) 363*.
*City of Launceston (1865) – Port Phillip Bay, Vic. (4) 363*, 376.
*Clan Ranald – S.A. (4) 412.
*Clarence (1850) – Port Phillip Bay, Vic. (4) 376.
*Contest – Safety Bay, W.A. (4) 449.
*Corinella – Western Port Bay, Vic. (8) 384.
*Dato (1850) – Port Phillip Bay, Vic. (4) 376*, 412.
*Eden Holme (1907) anchor – Hebe Reef, mouth of Tamar R., Tas. (9) 366.
*Europa (1897) – Cervantes, W.A. (4) 362, 449.
*Gilt Dragon (1656) (see Vergulde Draeck) – W.A. (4) 362, 374.
*Gothenburg – Qld. (4) 359.
*Grecian (1850) – mouth of Port Adelaide R., Gulf St Vincent, S.A. (4) 379, 412, 433*.
*Gun Island – Pelsaert Group, Abrolhos Is., W.A. (3, 5) 395, 447*.
*Hadda (1877) – Abrolhos Is., W.A. (4) 380, 440, 447.
*James Matthews (1841) – Woodmans Pt, Cockburn Snd, W.A. (4) 394, 403*, 419, 449.
*Koombanah Bay wrecks – Bunbury, W.A. (4) 425.
*La Bella (1905) – Lady Bay, Warrawamba, Vic. (4) 363*.
*Lady Lystleton try pot – Albany area, W.A. (9) 449.
*Lancelin – W.A. (3) 449*.
*Lithgow-Newvale Colliery coke ovens – Ida Falls Ck, N.S.W. (2) 441*.
*Loch Ard (1878) – Mutton Bird Is. near Loch Ard Gorge, Vic. (4) 363*.
*McCrossin’s Mill – Uralla, northern N.S.W. (2) 392*.
*Maykill – Geraldton area, W.A. (4) 449.
*Mermaid – Qld. (4) 362.
*Mills cottage – Port Fairy, Vic. (1, 3) 106*.

Montebello – S.A. (4) 412.
*Monumental City (1853) – Tullalbera Is. near Mallacoota, Vic. (4) 363*.
*Morning Star (1814) – Qld. (4) 362.
*Nashwauk (1855) – Gulf St Vincent, S.A. (4) 412.
*New Zealander (1853) – Whalers Bluff, Portland Bay, Vic. (4) 376, 377*.
*Norma (1907) – Gulf St Vincent, S.A. (4) 379, 412.
*Oyster Cove – Tas. (8) 361.
*Pandora (1791) – Great Barrier Reef, Qld. (4) 359, 362, 368*, 381*, 388, 394, 399*.
*Parramatta brick barrel-drain – N.S.W. (3) 406*
*Port Arthur – Tas. (8) 366.
*Quetta – Qld. (4) 359.
*Schonberg (1855) – Curdies Inlet near Peterborough, Vic. (4) 363*.
*Sepia (1898) – W.A. (4, 9) 449.
*Slaughter Point – West Wollahi Is., Houtman Abrolhos, W.A. (1, 9) 371, 447.
*Solsglyt (1901) – Koombanah Bay area, W.A. (4) 425.
*Sullivans Bay ( Sorrento) – Port Phillip Bay, Vic. (8) 383.
*Sydney Cove (1797) – Preservation Is., Bass Strait (4) 366, 376, 394.
*Tigress (1848) – Gulf St Vincent, S.A. (4) 379, 412.
*Trial (1822) – Montebello Islands, W.A. (4) 362, 395, 426.
*Unidentified Shipwreck (the ‘ Ningaloo Wreck’) – Pt Cloates, W.A., now identified as Rapid q.v.
*Unknown Wreck – Sunset Beach, Geraldton area, W.A. (4) 449.
*White Range Goldfield – near Artunga, N.T. (8) 408*.
*William Salthouse (1841) – near Queenscliff, Port Phillip Bay, Vic. (4) 363*.
*Woodbine – near Port Fairy, Vic. (1) 365, 435, 451*.
‘Wreck of Stones’ – W.A. see Redemptora.
*Xantho (1872) – Port Gregory, W.A. (4) 426, 449.
*Yongala – Qld. (4) 359.

POSTSCRIPT

It would be of great assistance if readers would inform the editor of both recent publications and unpublished reports, so that these may be listed in future volumes of this journal.